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Abstract

In this paper, we are investigating the unit size: syllable,
half-phone and quarter-phone to be used for speech synthesis
in multi-lingual screen reader in phonetic languages such as
Telugu and non-phonetic language English. Perceptual stud-
ies show that syllable-level unit performs better for Telugu and
half-phone units perform better for English. While syllable
based synthesizers produce better sounding speech, the cover-
age of all syllables is a non-trivial issue. We address the issue
of coverage of syllables through approximate matching of syl-
lable and show that such approximation produces intelligible
and better quality speech than diphone units. In this paper, we
also propose a hybrid synthesizer within the framework of unit
selection and also show that the hybrid synthesizer built from
pruned database performs as well as hybrid synthesizer built
from unpruned database.
Index Terms: speech synthesis, unit selection, unit size,
database pruning, and hybrid speech synthesis.

1. Introduction
Our goal is to develop multi-lingual screen reader which can
read contents in all official languages of India such as Hindi,
Telugu, Tamil etc., including Indian English, and provide sup-
port for different computer applications (Email, Internet, Office
software) using intelligible, human-sounding synthetic speech.

In concatenative Text-To-Speech (TTS) synthesis, the
speech waveform is generated concatenating the pre-recorded
segments corresponding to a given unit sequence, where the unit
may be a phone, diphone, syllable, word or phrase. These seg-
ments referred to as acoustic units are normally extracted from
a pre-recorded sentences uttered by a native and professional
speaker of the language. With unit selection, speech synthesis
becomes a problem of gathering, annotating, indexing and re-
trieving from a large database [1]. The size of a unit selection
database could vary from 100 MB to 1 GB. Large unit selection
databases [2] cause too much hindrance to download and install,
and moreover often people in third-world countries (where we
plan to deploy our multi-lingual screen reader) use machines
with limited storage and CPU power. Thus the difficulty is to
come-up a method of reducing the speech database with mini-
mal loss of naturalness and intelligibility.

In recent years, HMM-based parametric speech synthe-
sis method has widely been proposed and made significant
progress [3][4]. In this method, spectrum, pitch and duration
are modeled simultaneously in a unified framework of HMMs
[5] and the parameters are generated from HMMs under maxi-
mum likelihood criterion by using dynamic features [6]. MLSA
[7] is used to synthesize the signal from the generated parame-
ters. While the quality of the speech produced by HMM-based

technique is intelligible and consistent but it is not as human-
sounding as unit selection voices.

Several approaches for reducing the size of unit selection
voices have also been proposed. The approach described in
[8] leverages the LSM decomposition of information gathered
across a given speech segment in the case of unit boundaries.
Black and Taylor [9] clustered phonetic and prosodic context
using a decision tree. They pruned synthesis units by discard-
ing 1 ∼ 4 instances locating furthest from each cluster center.
As a rule of thumb, pruning 20% of units usually makes no sig-
nificant difference, while up to 50% may be removed without
seriously degrading quality [10]. The method proposed in [11]
is based on a unified HMM framework. Only instances, single
or multiple, with the highest HMM scores are kept to represent
a cluster of similar ones. The approach proposed in [12] uses
a weighted vector quantization method that prunes the least im-
portance instances.

In this paper, we experiment on unit size: syllable, half-
phone and quarter-phone, from the perspective of reducing the
unit selection database for phonetic languages (where orthog-
raphy of the language is phonetic) such as Indian languages
Telugu, Hindi, Kannada and Tamil etc., and non-phonetic lan-
guage such as English. Perceptual studies show that syllable-
like unit seems to be more suitable for phonetic languages and
half-phone units for English. As a part of experimentation with
half-phone and quarter-phone units, we show that a hybrid syn-
thesizer could be built within the unit selection framework, and
a pruned database performs as good as unpruned database.

The rest of the paper organized as follows. Description of
speech databases used in the experiments are given in section 2.
Experiments on unit size are discussed in section 3. Database
pruning is described in section 4.

2. Speech Database Used

The quality of unit selection voices depends to a large extent on
the variability and availability of representative units. It is cru-
cial to design a corpus that covers all speech units and most of
their variations in a feasible size. The speech database used for
Telugu is recorded by a female speaker and the duration of this
speech data is approximately 2 hours. Each recording utterance
contains approximately 15 words. That has led to 2 hours of
speech recording. All sentences are recorded in a professional
studio and the sentences are read in relax reading style, which
is between ”formal reading style” and ”free talk style”, in mod-
erate speed. Recordings are performed in a sound proof room
with close-talking microphone. For English, the Roger Arctic
voice provided in Blizzard 2008 synthesis challenge [18] has
been used.



3. Experiments on Unit Size
The following sub sections describes the experiments on differ-
ent unit size.

3.1. Syllable-like as Unit

In [13], on a Hindi unit selection voice it was observed that
the syllable unit performs better than diphone, phone and half
phone, and seems to be a better representation for languages
such as Hindi. It was also observed that the half phone syn-
thesizer performed better than diphone and phone synthesizers,
though not as well as syllable. It should be noted that Hindi
is a phonetic language and further experiments on unit size are
needed in the case of non-phonetic languages such as English.
Moreover, units smaller than half-phones also need to be inves-
tigated.

A syllable can be typically of the following form: V, CV,
CCV, CVC, CCVC. It can be represented as C*VC*, where C
is consonant and V is vowel. All Indian language scripts have
a common phonetic base, and a universal phoneset consists of
about 35 consonants and about 15 vowels. Theoretically possi-
ble syllable combinations in Indian language with V, CV, CCV,
CVC, CCVC representation are 680415. Syllable based syn-
thesizers can produce very natural synthesis as number of joins
are less at concatenation time. But, it is very difficult to cover
all possible syllables of language in lexicon. To address this is-
sue, we propose approximate matching of a syllable, when it is
not found in the database. The hypothesis of using approximate
matching is that the end-users of synthetic voices are human
beings and hence by replacing a syllable with its approximate
match (even if a few phones of the syllable are missing), the per-
ceptual mechanism of human beings will still be able to under-
stand the utterance based on the context. As a result of approx-
imate matching, an utterance could be synthesized using syl-
lables and approximated syllables thus avoiding to back-off to
lower level units such as diphones and half-phones. The follow-
ing algorithm explains the approximate matching of syllable-
like units used in this work.

1. break the syllable into 3 parts as /C*l/ /V/ /C*r/

2. if (/C*l/ and /C*r/) is null find /V/ in lexicon and return
/V/, otherwise go to step 3

3. if /C*l/ is null go to step 4, otherwise

• break the /C*l/ into individual consonants like
/C1,C2,../.

• Find the unit(/C*l’/) in the lexicon with maximum
number of possible consonants in /C*l/ succeeded
by vowel /V/ in right to left direction

• if /C*r/ is null return /C*l’V/, otherwise go to step
4

4. break the /C*r/ into individual consonants like /C1,C2,../

• Find the unit(/C*r’/) in the lexicon with maximum
number of possible consonants in /C*r/ preceded
by /C*l’V/ from left to right

• return /C*l’VC*r’/

To evaluate the syllable based synthesizer which employs
approximate matching, we have conducted subjective and ob-
jective evaluations in comparison with a diphone based synthe-
sizer. The subjects participated for Telugu are native speakers
and are also fluent in English as we don’t have any native UK

accent speakers in our group. We selected a set of 10 sentences
from Telugu and English news bulletin. Two or three syllables
of each utterance are approximated using nearest syllable-like
unit approach. The five persons who participated in these per-
ceptual tests do not have any experience in speech synthesis.
Each listener is subjected to MOS i.e score between 1 (worst)
to 5 (best) and AB-Test i.e the same sentence synthesized by
two different synthesizers is played in random order and the lis-
tener is asked to decide which one sounded better. They also
had the choice of giving the decision of equality. As a part of
objective evaluations Mel-Cepstral Distortion (MCD) [16] are
calculated between original and synthesized wave files. Lower
the MCD value the better it is. Informally we have observed an
absolute difference of 0.2 in MCD values of two synthesizers in
comparison indicate that the synthesizers produce perceptually
different voices.

The results shown in Table 1 indicate the syllable based
synthesizer employing approximate matching performs better
than diphone based synthesizer for Telugu. The MOS scores in
Table 1 show that approximate matching does not degrade the
intelligibility of synthesis in comparison with diphone synthe-
sis. The similar technique can also be applied to rest of the In-
dian languages as they have common phonetic base. This indi-
cates that approximate matching is a useful technique for devel-
oping syllable based synthesizers in Indian languages with out
worrying about back-off synthesizers using lower level units.
However, for English, diphone based synthesizer seems to be
better than syllable. The poorer performance of syllable level
unit for English could be due to the fact that syllabification in
English is not as simple as in phonetic languages. In this work
we have used syllabification as specified in Unilex lexicon that
comes with Roger voice. Further experiments need to be con-
ducted to study how the errors in syllabification process affect
the building of syllable based synthesizer in English and also
with large number of listening subjects.

Table 1: Syllable (Syl) Vs Diphone.
Telugu English

Test Syl Diphone Similar Syl Diphone Similar
AB-Test 20/50 15/50 15/50 14/50 32/50 4/50

MOS 2.63 2.592 - 3.19 4.07 -
MCD 5.563 5.812 - 4.875 3.325 -

3.2. Half-Phone Size Unit

In [13], half-phones were considered only for vowels. But in
this paper, we are investigating the synthesizers where half-
phones are created for all the phones. In implementing half-
phone synthesizer, each phone is represented by two half
phones. Two phone symbols are defined for each phone in the
phoneset, for example phone /m/ is represented by /m 1/ and
/m 2/. Where /m 1/ represents first half-phone and /m 2/ repre-
sents second half-phone. Labels at half phone level are derived
by equally dividing the phone segment into two half phones.
The lexicon parser is also modified accordingly, to generate ap-
propriate half-phone strings. To imitate the diphone synthesizer,
individual trees are built for each half-phone by tagging previ-
ous half-phone. In later stage duration models were also built
for each half-phone.

Table 2 shows the subjective and objective evaluation of
syllable and half-phone based synthesizers. Please note that the
five subjects participated in this perceptual study are different



from the subjects participated in Table 1. Different subjects are
participated for different experiments to avoid any bias the sub-
jects might hold. From Table 2, we observe that syllable based
synthesizer performs better than half-phones for Telugu while
half-phone based synthesizer performs better for English.

Table 2: Syllable Vs Half-Phone.
Telugu English

Test Syl Half Similar Syl Half Similar
Phone Phone

AB-Test 25/50 16/50 9/50 16/50 27/50 7/50
MOS 2.93 2.7 - 3.37 3.7 -
MCD 5.563 5.707 - 4.875 4.426 -

3.3. Quarter-Phone Size Unit

In implementing quarter-phone synthesizer, each phone is rep-
resented by four quarter phones. Labels at quarter-phone level
were derived by equally dividing the phone segment into four
parts. As explained in the Section 3.2, phoneset, lexicon and
labels are modified accordingly.

Table 3 shows the subjective and objective evaluation of
half-phone and quarter-phone synthesizers. It could be ob-
served that half-phones perform better than quarter-phone for
Telugu and English.

Table 3: Half-Phone Vs Quarter-Phone.
Telugu English

Test Half Quarter Similar Half Quarter Similar
Phone Phone Phone Phone

AB-Test 23/50 10/50 17/50 16/50 16/50 18/50
MOS 2.7 2.5 - 3.57 3.41 -
MCD 5.707 5.963 - 4.426 4.649 -

3.4. Hybrid Technique of Synthesis for Half-Phone Size
Unit

The listening experiments on half-phone based synthesis indi-
cated that the half-phones had many perceptual discontinuities
due to large number of joins. In order to produce a smoother
version of half-phone based synthesis we investigated the use
of Mel-Log Scale Approximation (MLSA) [7] based synthe-
sis technique used in CLUSTERGEN [17]. The idea is to let
the unit selection frame work select the appropriate half-phone
units. Once the selection of units has been made, the corre-
sponding MCEP and F0 parameters from the original features
are used to synthesize the utterance. Such technique could be
viewed as hybrid technique of synthesis, as it captures natural
trajectories at half-phone unit level, and also allows to modify
F0 during MLSA synthesis. It should be noted that the proposed
hybrid method relies primarily on unit selection and thus differs
from other implementations of hybrid synthesizers such as in
[14][15].

In order to evaluate the hybrid approach, we compared
the half-phone based hybrid synthesizer with CLUSTERGEN
for Telugu and English. The subjective and objective analysis
shown in Table 4 indicates that the proposed hybrid synthesis
method performs better than CLUSTERGEN for Telugu and
English as it adapts naturalness and smoothness from unit se-
lection and statistical parametric techniques respectively.

Table 4: CLUSTERGEN (Clu) Vs Half-Phones using MLSA
(HP MLSA).

Telugu English
Test Clu HP Similar Clu HP Similar

MLSA MLSA
AB-Test 16/50 30/50 4/50 18/50 22/50 10/50

MOS 2.8 3.4 - 3.1 3.6 -
MCD 5.532 5.008 - 4.325 4.011 -

4. Pruning on Half-Phone Size Unit
For the purposes of multi-lingual screen reader, we need slim
and faster synthesizers as it supports multiple languages and
to deploy it on low-end machines. So, we tried to reduce the
database size to make synthesizer faster and slimmer. First we
constructed the half-phone based context dependent decision-
tree [9], a binary tree with categorical questions associated with
each branching node. The categorical questions could be con-
textual features such as previous unit, next unit, and acoustic-
phonetic features such as stress, onset, coda, vowel, and articu-
latory positions. The decision trees are generated to obtain min-
imum within-unit distortion for each split. This criterion would
assure minimum spectral variations for the context-dependent
phones within each cluster or leaf node. Therefore our hypoth-
esis was that the context-dependent phone cluster could be sub-
stituted with one unit which is prosodically balanced. The ad-
vantage of a single-instance cluster is its simplicity and compact
size.

4.1. Deducting prosodically consistent unit

As described above, every leaf node in the decision trees rep-
resent a similar features. The selection of consistent unit from
the cluster can be done using prosodical features such as pitch,
duration and energy.

Each decision tree has N clusters or leaf nodes and each
cluster has M candidates as shown in below equations.

L = l1, l2, l3, ...., lN (1)

C = c1, c2, c3, .., cM (2)

Prosodic features, pitch, duration and energy are extracted from
each candidate and arranged in a matrix format. Each value of
the matrix is normalized with maximum value of corresponding
column as range of each feature varies. Later, mean is calcu-
lated over all the feature vectors and considered as the threshold.
Euclidean Distance is estimated between the candidate feature
vector and mean vector. A statistically consistent unit is de-
duced by choosing smallest distance candidate unit as shown in
equation 4.

di =

s

X

j

(cij − mj)2 (3)

where m is the mean vector

D = argmini(di) (4)

Figure 1 shows the 3D diagram of the candidates on one
cluster (in blue color), centroid (red color) of the cluster and unit
which is closest to the centroid (green color). Table 5 shows the
size of the databases reduce to 11034 units for Telugu and 3213
units for English after applying the pruning technique. Table 6
shows the subjective and objective analysis of half-phone based



synthesizers built from pruned and unpruned speech databases.
The perceptual scores shown in Table 6 indicate that the half-
phone synthesizer build from pruned database performs better
than the synthesizer built from unpruned database. It also sug-
gests that the pruning technique employed here is good at se-
lecting units which are prosodically balanced. The higher MCD
values for synthesizer built from pruned database could be jus-
tified from the fact that a single instance is chosen as a represen-
tative of 20 or more units, which results in quantization error.

Figure 1: Scatter diagram of instances on one leaf node for half-
phone /s 1/

Table 5: Statistics of the databases before and after pruning.
Language No.Of.Units No.Of.Units %of units

in original in scale down in the
database database database

Telugu 342388 11034 3.22
English 79271 3213 4.05

Table 6: Half-Phones using MLSA (HP MLSA) Vs Half-Phone
using MLSA on pruned database (HP Avg MLSA).

Telugu English
Test HP HP Avg Similar HP HP Avg Similar

MLSA MLSA MLSA MLSA
AB-Test 16/50 20/50 14/50 16/50 19/50 15/50

MOS 3.2 3.7 - 3.5 3.8 -
MCD 5.008 5.121 - 4.011 4.225 -

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we addressed the issues of unit size, going for
hybrid synthesizer and database pruning for speech synthesis.
We built Telugu and English synthesizers using different tech-
niques: syllable, half-phone, quarter-phone, CLUSTERGEN
and hybrid techniques. We conducted subjective and objective
evaluations to evaluate each of these synthesizers in compari-
son with other. The evaluation on syllable based synthesizer
indicate that the approximate matching of syllables is a useful
and viable technique to build syllable based synthesizers for In-
dian languages without requiring any back off synthesizers. We
have also observed that half-phone units seems to perform bet-
ter than syllable units for English. In comparison with quarter-
phones, half-phones performed better for Telugu and English.
The proposed hybrid technique hinging on the unit selection
framework seem to be perform better than CLUSTERGEN. Fi-
nally, we have showed the hybrid synthesizer built from pruning
based on prosodic features performs better than the synthesizers
built from unpruned thus making the possibly of using the syn-
thesizer in multi-lingual screen readers on low end machines.
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